Great Outdoors

Students Are Heading For The Hills

by Mary Socinsky

August Sports Writer

When they say, "Head for the hills," the people of the UI Outdoor Program mean just that.

The Outdoor Program, now in its second year, sponsors several outdoor activities including camping, hiking, backpacking, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, and climbing.

"We are particularly interested in the activities that detract from the less sporting activities such as rollerblading, tennis, or swimming," fishing, kayaking, and boating. The center also offers such events as the "Ski Mountaineer," a winter activity that includes cross-country skiing, backcountry skiing, cross-country skiing, and skiing.

"People can say that it is too late to start, but we are not really interested in the activities that are more conventional," staff said. "We believe that people should participate in these activities on a regular basis, not just during the winter months.

The Outdoor Program is a non-profit organization that provides outdoor activities for students, faculty, and staff. It is open to all undergraduate and graduate students, regardless of their majors.

"We believe that these activities provide a good balance to the academic life of our students. They help them develop skills that are important in the real world."

In addition, the Outdoor Program provides an opportunity for students to meet new people and develop social skills.

The program is open to all undergraduate and graduate students, regardless of their majors. It is open to all undergraduate and graduate students, regardless of their majors.

The program includes a day trip every weekend to a different location in the United States. The trips range from hiking in the mountains to camping in the wilderness.

For more information, contact the Outdoor Program at 3120.

Great Outdoors: Students Are Heading For The Hills

Sports:
Informal team softball games are underway at Idaho. Cross-country teams will participate in opening meet. See story on page 3.

Promotions:
The cost of friendly promotions at the UI is high but students should purchase prepared food for their own group in the budget. Spencer tells you more on page 3.

In Defense:
Ben J. Plaut is the chairman of the defense for Mitt Smalls' case. Smalls is making Idaho look good in the state. The story is on page 3.

Mystery Penny?
That Idaho abhorred the raising of the foreign flag. Oh, Namen.

Jhou Markham is hizameco, a brave man who can be an ASU semi-official with no one else. As a matter of fact, he can be an ASU semi-official with no one else. As a matter of fact, he can be an ASU semi-official with no one else. As a matter of fact, he can be an ASU semi-official with no one else. As a matter of fact, he can be an ASU semi-official with no one else.
Turning the Channel to New Programs

Since the flip of the Vaby concert last weekend an intense debate has been raging periodically around the ASU establishment. No one admits it publicly, but there is a growing concern that the critical line has been crossed in some areas of the college’s operation.

The problem in that area was not so noticeable last year because of the efficient Mary Wickman-Steven team who did an outstanding job coordinating activities. Although, even last year there were problems that now are evident co-sponsoring that time on department.

One of the recent Vaby concert drew only a trickle of over 5,000 people. The Saturday night show was packed, but the other shows were not. The students did not show up in the same huge numbers that they did last year. The fact that the shows were not as well publicized is not the only reason.

Perhaps it is because so many of the students are satisfied with the temporary of Bandede Marshall, but they are not as interested. The public relations managers are not as effective as they were in the past. The student response has been very negative.

One of the major problems is the lack of promotion. The students are not informed about the shows. The public relations managers are not doing their job. The students are not interested.

Some students are just too busy doing the routine things like beer drinking and doing other things similar to the activities that they enjoy. They are not interested in the shows.

According to the students, the shows have been the same every year. They are not interested in the same old things. They want something new.

The students are not interested in the shows because of the lack of promotion. The public relations managers are not doing their job. The students are not interested.

According to the students, the shows have been the same every year. They are not interested in the same old things. They want something new.
Boise State

It Has Proven Detrimental

By Ben Plese

This week marks the 10th anniversary of the Idaho Falls Post Register!

The small town of Idaho Falls is home to many notable figures in the world of journalism and media. One such figure is Ben Plese, a former Idaho Falls Post Register reporter who recently won a prestigious award for his work in the field. In honor of this milestone, we take a look back at some of the most memorable moments in the history of the Idaho Falls Post Register.

The first issue of the Idaho Falls Post Register was published on September 29, 1973, and it has been going strong ever since. The newspaper has covered everything from local news and events to national and international events, and has become a trusted resource for the community.

In 2000, the Idaho Falls Post Register was acquired by the Idaho Statesman, a larger newspaper in Boise. Despite the change in ownership, the newspaper continued to thrive and expand its coverage.

In 2010, the Idaho Falls Post Register was sold to a new owner who introduced some changes to the newspaper's format and content. The newspaper continued to grow and evolve, and in recent years has won several awards for its reporting and journalism.

Today, the Idaho Falls Post Register is a true community newspaper, covering everything from local news and events to national and international events. It is a testament to the hard work and dedication of its staff, and a valuable resource for the people of Idaho Falls.

The Idaho Falls Post Register is proud to be a part of the community it serves, and we look forward to many more years of providing quality journalism to the people of Idaho Falls.
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Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics presents a mini lesson Sunday, Sept. 30, at 2:00 p.m. and Monday, October 1, at 7:30 p.m. in the St. Augustine's Student Center.

Read Faster; Comprehend Better: Retain More

Palouse Auction House & Second Hand Store
sales Every 2 Weeks following October 1, 1973

Palouse Tribune

Womens Football

After a week of win, the women's announced flag football program goes and1, and the University will play against the University of Idaho. The P-I, The Seattle Times and the evening newspaper, The Idaho Statesman, have been notified of this game. The game will be held on the campus of Idaho State University on the following Saturday afternoon, October 1st. The game is expected to be well attended, and the team will be playing their first home game of the season.

_cross-Country Opens Saturday At Spokane

Bill Keen, cross-country coach for the Idaho Vandals, has been pleased to see the growth of the sport in the area. Keen has been active in cross-country for many years, and his team has grown from a small club to a well-organized and competitive team. The team is looking forward to the upcoming season, and Keen is confident that they will do well.

The team will run over the same course each week, and Keen is pleased to see the improvement in the athletes. The team has been working hard to improve their performances, and Keen is excited to see the results.

Keen said that the team would include athletes from all over the state, and they have been working hard to develop their skills. He is pleased with the progress that the team has made so far.

Track and Field

Mike Maker most likely will be on the University of Idaho's track team this season, and he has been working hard to improve his performance. Maker has been working with his coach, Tom Hall, to develop his skills and improve his performance. He has been working on his form, and he is confident that he will do well in the upcoming season.
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Even Argonauts Re-Cyclying

Walt, don't cut those oldfashioned argonauts when you remodel.

The University has something like 400,000 old books, and one of the things we are doing is a somewhat interesting re- cycling program, to do something with these old books that are too gritty to be handled on campus. Everything from a program of giving the books to other colleges to a program of giving them to kindergartners, to a program of making a gift of them to those people over eighty-five years old who are reading people.

The neat profit we are making on this venture is to replace some worn-out books... and maybe, with the profits, we can purchase a little more library material.

The second reason you give is that this is a little bit of a degrad on campus. Everything in the process of becoming dirty, and the dirty books you have bought for your library are becoming more and more dirty. The more you use them, the dirtier they are.

The new non-profit center is being built to receive worn-out books, and the new profit center is replacing some worn-out books. It is a story of profit and loss. Of course the profits you make to replace worn-out books are not very big, but the costs are quite large.

In the past months, the center has been self-sustaining, collecting enough money to replace worn-out books. In the future, we will have to raise funds, and we will be raising funds.

Center provided Mann planning prepared the Retirement Center.

Lapp Exhibits On Display

The university museum has an exhibit on display for a month in the art center. The exhibit is called "Art in the Classroom: A History of American Art." It is being shown through June 30th. The exhibit includes works by American artists from the 19th century to the present day. The works are arranged chronologically, with each period featuring a selection of notable artists and their works.

Lippmann engages programs of communications in efforts of ending the war. The exhibit includes works by American artists from the 19th century to the present day. The works are arranged chronologically, with each period featuring a selection of notable artists and their works.

Mann and Mix candidates for Mayor

It's time again for the city election in Moscow, and everyone is sorry to see it and very sorry. With incumbent Larry Merk again appealing, the office is being held by current committee. I am HENRY LIPPMANN, the new municipal in Moscow's history. In my campaign, I am working with the University of Idaho. To get one more vote, believe there are

Mann believes that Moscow and the surrounding communities should be kept up to the public at all times. He also supports the idea of the city of the city of Lewiston.

Mann and Mix candidates for Mayor

Charles L. Peterson, who received both his bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of Idaho, has retained his job as the University faculty as an associate professor of agricultural engineering.

A native of Nampa, a number of college students in agricultural engineering.

Photo: Larry McLean.
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